THE TWENTY-TWO MOST FREQUENTLY CITED
APL PUBLICATIONS - V
Introductions to and discussions of 21 of the 22 most frequently cited APL publications appeared
in issues 2,3 , and 4 of Volume 7 and in issue 1 of Volume 8 of the Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest.
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Occasionally, the history of science is marked by the
rediscovery of forgotten knowledge or techniques. This
was the case for photoacoustic spectroscopy, a technique
first studied by Alexander Graham Bell in 1881. Although work continued for more than a decade, the nature of the photoacoustic effect was never correctly
understood. After this burst of scientific activity, the subject was put aside for more than 50 years until it was
revived by work in Germany and at the Johns Hopkins
medical facilities to measure the concentration of anesthetic gases in surgery.
Another 20 years passed before photoacoustic spectroscopy was revived as a way to investigate the properties
of opaque solids. Independently, John G. Parker at
APL 1 and Alan Rosencwaig at Bell Laboratories 2
rediscovered the effect. At that time, Parker was studying the acoustic properties of gases by means of an
acoustic resonance technique. He found that the window of his resonance tube absorbed the intensitymodulated light that he used as a source of acoustic energy. The absorption produced an acoustic signal that contaminated his measurements of the gas properties. Parker
offered a theoretical explanation correctly describing the
nature of the photoacoustic effect in the glass window.
Rosencwaig's explanation paralleled that of Parker,
but he also applied the method to the general absorption spectroscopy of opaque solids and was able to present spectra from such specimens as rose leaves, skin,
and a variety of industrially interesting objects including
dyes and paints. The key element in his application was
the fact that thermal methods directly measured the energy absorbed by a sample material in contrast to conventional spectroscopic methods, which inferred it by measuring the ratio of the incident light to the light transmitted through the sample. This capability of photoacoustic spectroscopy made it possible to obtain the
absorption spectra of opaque materals and of materials
having properties difficuit to handle in optical measurements.
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At the time of this rediscovery, Leonard Aamodt and
I were working on problems related to the optical and
microwave spectroscopy of solids with metastable excited
states, a class of material that had become technologically important because it included solid-state phosphors
that were the basis of optically pumped solid-state lasers
such as ruby and Nd:Y AG. The materials were also of
scientific interest because they included many organic
dyes and other biologically important molecules. In this
area of investigation, one missing item was knowledge
of the ways that the metastable states lost energy via nonradiative relaxation. Details of the nonradiative processes
could be inferred from radiative processes in materials
with convenient optical transitions to the metastable
states, but the information was often limited. For materials with no convenient optical transitions, little information about the system could be obtained.
It was in this context that we became aware of Rosencwaig's work on photoacoustic spectroscopy and quickly
recognized that this method of spectroscopy provided
a new diagnostic tool for studying excited state processes
in solids since it directly measured nonradiative thermal
relaxation.
As we examined the limited amount of photoacoustic
literature available and began to assemble an experimental system, it became apparent that both theory and practice were in an extremely rudimentary state. Significant
preliminary work would be required. At that time we
also became aware of the work of Parker, who was only
a floor away from us in the APL Milton S. Eisenhower
Research Center. With the benefit of his experimental
knowledge of gas-resonance-tube acoustics, we constructed several photoacoustic cells and were able to obtain
spectra of a quality comparable to that found in the literature at that time.
Those photoacoustic spectra were marginal at best and
inadequate for many important problems. A significant
improvement in the performance of photoacoustic systems was needed. We recognized that the improvement
depended on replacing the mainly phenomenological description of the photothermal effect then being used with
a more critical analysis. Furthermore, we needed to understand better how the performance of the spectrometer
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Photo"coustir ';pec trosc o py ( PAS ) is a recently rev,,'ed tool for the s tud,· of solids, , ~' It offers special
ad\'ant:lt!es over cOI1 \' cn ti ollal spectroscopic methods
when Op:1quP or hi~hl\' sca tt e rin g samples are used.
Spec tra from powders, I, :? fr'om biolo~iC'al materials. :!
and from liquids have been obtained.'
Th e basic phot oacoustic spect r omete r consists of a
chopped li ght sou rc e and a sealed sampl e ce ll rontainin~
a transparent ~as. The cell contains a window to admit
the li~ht and a sensitive microphone to detect pressure
chan~es in th e e;as associated with cvclical heatin ~ of
th e s"m ple bv absorption of the chopped I i~ht. Th e
amplitudes of t he pressure fluctations in the gas depend
on th e incident light intensil\', on the thermal properties
of the sample and t he ~as, and on the details of the
thermal diffusion processes r esponsib le' " for the heat
flow to the ~as. ' ,' Th e ampli tude s of the pressure
c han ges fOl' constant light absorption depend on t he
phvsical size of the sample cell through the diffusion
processes and ~ene ral1 v increase with decreasin g cell
size. Thi s dependence has been widelv reco~nized "\·5" ,
with th e result that most pub li shed PAS experiments
have used small cells. Howe,'er, no svstematic stud,· of
this dependence has been made and questions persist
concerning the beha"ior of PAS cells whose phvsical
size is c o mpar"ble to o r less than the thermal diffusion
lenc:th in the gas. In addition, while there has been experimental confirmation" of the role thermal diffusion in
th e abso rbin g solid plavs i n PAS spectroscopy, there
has not been a corresponding experimental confirmation
of the r ole of diffusio n processes in the gas medium.
In this work, the s i ze aspects of PAS cells have been
ill\'esti~ated, using a variable size cell whose dimen Sions could be made larc:er or smaller than the thermal
diffusio n length in the gas. The role of [1;as thermal
properties were determined by the use of He and N2 as
working gases. The r esul ts are compared with an extension of th e the on' of photoacoustic sil':nal generation.
The extension explicitly in c ludes the size o f the PAS
cell and finite thermal conductivity in the cell walls.
Th e agreement between experiment and theol'\" is "ood.
The theon ha s been appl ied to the desi[1;n o f cells for

a\'er3!(ed and time-resolved measurements o f th e PAS
signal were made. In for form er case . the light source
was a I mW He-Ne l aser ( Metrolo[1;ic 660~1). Th e beam
was interrupted bv 3 variabl e speed chopper ( Laser
Precision CTX-534 ) and illuminated the variable lell~th
photo acoustic cell. A General Radi o electret microphone
(GR 196 1), preampli fi er (GR 1560 -P 62), and Ithaco
(393) l ock- in amp lifi er completed the detection system.
In the latter, time-reso lv ed, case, a Spectra'-Physics
(125M H e-Ne laser (- 50 mW output power ) was used as
a source. Th e increased l aser outpu t power allowed th e
time-var yin~ PAS signa l from the microphone preamplifier to be obse r ved directly on an osci lloscope. Th e
frequency, phase , and size dependence of SPAS so measured ag r eed w ith the l ow-power tim e-averap;ed
measurements.
A diagram o f the PAS cell appears in Fig. I. Th e cell
was cylindrica l. A plunger P , O-ring seal ed to the outer
cell wall, closed one end of the cy lindri cal cell. Th e
oth er end o f the ce ll was c l osed by a flange F and the
e l ectret microphone M. Th e cell provided fo r gas subs tituti on through two small-diame ter (V-O. 025 cm)
inlets 1. A carbon black samp l e was deposited directly
onto the plun[1;er from a smoky flame, uniformly covering the ent ire face o f the plunge r . T o investigate the
ro l e th ermal properties of the cell wall play in PAS
signal gene ration , severa l cells were constructed from
304 stain l ess steel, aluminum, and Pl exiglas, In the
first two cases, opti ca l entry to the cell was made
through a small quartz window in the cover flange. In the
Plexig l as cell, the material itself was used as a window.
Fl ange to plunger separations as sma ll as 0 . 03 cm could
be reproducibly obtained . Thi s value is taken t o be the
poSition accuracy of the cell length reported. The
f r equency dependence of the PAS signa l amplitude I SPAS I
and the phase "PAS was measured versus cell l ength for
he lium and nitrogen gas,
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EXPERIMENTAL
Th e photoacoustic spectrometer was a simp lifed ver sion of one recently used t o study radiation less processes in l uminescent solids at 77 °K. ',R Both time927
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depended on both specimen and experimental parameters,
With this as background , Aamodt and I began a combined experimental/theoretical study of how the sensiti vity of photoacoustic systems depended on sample and
operational parameters. In the course of the work, we
began a collaboration with Parker that led to the cited
paper, the first analytical study of photoacoustic cells.
The work placed the photoacoustic effect on a firm analyt ical basis. It pointed to what had to be done to improve photoacoustic instrumentation substantially. A
subsequent paper extended the theory to the time domain rather than restricting it to the frequency domain
as the original paper had.
This work allowed us to present , soon after the initial
photoacoustic publication on solids , the measurement
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FIG. 1. Cross section of the PAS cell. P is the plunger, 1\1 is
the m icrophone, \V i s the window I F i s the cover O:mge, and

I i::; the inlets for g:lS exchange . S[lmple is depOSited on P.
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of the concentration dependence of nonradiative relaxation rates in ruby. In a sense, we had completed a full
turn of the circle. Since then, photoacoustic spectroscopy has been developed extensively at APL 3 and elsewhere, and many allied photothermal techniques have
been introduced into routine use. Thermal-wave imaging , one of those techniques, is still being actively investigated at APL as a tool for nondestructive materials
characterization and defect location.
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